Abstract This paper presents the cooperative strategies for salvo attack of multiple missiles based on the classical proportional navigation (PN) algorithm. The three-dimensional (3-D) guidance laws are developed in a quite simple formulation that consists of a PN component for target capture and a coordination component for simultaneous arrival. The centralized algorithms come into effect when the global information of time-to-go estimation is obtained, whereas the decentralized algorithms have better performance when each missile can only collect information from neighbors. Numerical simulations demonstrate that the proposed coordination algorithms are feasible to perform the cooperative engagement of multiple missiles against both stationary and maneuvering targets. The effectiveness of the 3-D guidance laws is also discussed.
Introduction
Numerous advanced guidance laws have been presented in the last decade to improve the performance of traditional proportional navigation (PN) algorithm for some specific objectives such as the minimum time control, minimum energy control, impact time control and impact angle control. [1] [2] [3] [4] For a single missile, the above objectives have already been achieved with satisfied accuracy of target capture. [5] [6] [7] Therefore, many researchers start recently on the development of cooperative guidance laws for salvo attack of multiple missiles because they may have better performance than the individual missile system in detecting the maneuvering targets, penetrating the defense systems, and surviving the threats. [8] [9] [10] [11] However, it is more difficult to achieve a simultaneous attack against the maneuvering target in the light of different initial conditions and the communication limitation between each missile. [12] [13] [14] In the current literature, two typical classes of approaches have been proposed to develop the cooperative guidance laws for the multimissile salvo attack. The first class investigates the design of the impact-time constraint for the coordination of the time-to-go. Jeon et al. 15 introduced the closed form of impact time control guidance (ITCG) law based on the linear formulation. It can guide a group of missiles to simultaneously intercept a stationary target at a desirable time. Later, Lee et al. 16 presentd an extension of the ITCG guidance law to control both the impact time and the impact angle. Regarding the two algorithms above, it is required that the global information of the time-to-go is available to each group member. To improve the performance of the ITCG, Zhao and Zhou 17 proposed the distributed control architecture based on the consensus protocols. Peng et al. 18 also applied the consensus theory to design the cooperative guidance laws by using the discrete topology model to feature the desired impact time.
The second class of approaches employs the leaderfollower model to describe the multimissile salvo attack. Based on the traditional PN guidance law, Zhang et al. 19 developed a leader-follower strategy to achieve the simultaneous attack of multiple missiles, in which the rang-to-go and heading angle error of the leader are selected as the reference state variables. Zhao et al. 20 proposed a virtual leader scheme that achieves the impact time control indirectly by transforming the time-constrained guidance problem to the nonlinear tracking problem. In addition, Sun et al. 21 designed the cooperative guidance law by feedback linearization to drive the impact time of each follower to converge to the leader in finite time.
More recently, Ghosh et al. 22 developed a recursive time-togo estimation method for three-dimensional (3-D) engagement of a retro-PN guided interceptor with higher speed nonmaneuvering targets. They presented a navigation gain scheduling algorithm to achieve the interception at a prespecified time. Later, Ghosh et al. 23 discussed a cooperative strategy for the lower speed interceptors guided by Retro-PN guidance law to perform the salvo attack against a higher speed target. These are early efforts to solve the cooperative guidance against moving targets in 3-D engagement.
Most of the current studies such as Refs. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] only take into account the planar pursuit situation to design the guidance laws for cooperative engagement. It is more difficult to develop the cooperative strategies in 3-D engagement like Refs. 22, 23 . In addition, there remain rare studies on the decentralized coordination algorithm for the interceptor missiles to achieve a simultaneous attack against a maneuvering target. Therefore, we focus on the design of 3-D cooperative strategies for multimissile salvo attack. The contribution of the paper is described as follows: (1) the paper modifies the time-to-go expression in Ref. 24 for an extension to the 3-D engagement. Considering the heading errors between the missile and target, the timeto-go estimation is enhanced for interceptor missiles against the maneuvering targets; (2) the cooperative strategies are developed in a simple formulation that consists of a PN component and a coordination component. The centralized algorithms come into effect when the global information of timeto-go estimation is available, whereas the decentralized algorithms have better performance when the interceptor missiles can only collect information from neighbors.
Preliminaries

Basic assumptions
To perform the complete missile-target engagement, the nonlinear dynamics of 3-D pursuit situation is considered in this paper. We assume the following conditions to facilitate the capturability analysis of the cooperative guidance laws:
(1) The angle of attack of the missile is small enough to be neglected. ( 2) The total velocities of the missile and target are set to constant values.
(3) The missile and target are considered as point masses moving in the 3-D space. (4) The seeker and autopilot dynamics of the missile are fast enough in comparison with the guidance loop.
Guidance geometry
Under the prescribed assumptions, the guidance geometry on one-to-one engagement is depicted in Fig. 1 , where M denotes the missile and T denotes the target; r is the missile-to-target range; V m and V t are the total velocities of the missile and target; the terms c m , c t , u m and u t are Euler angles in the inertial reference frame, whereas the angles h m , h t , w m and w t are defined with respect to the line-of-sight frame; c L and u L are the line-of-sight angles in the inertial reference frame. The 3-D point-mass equations of motion for the missile and target can be derived from the classical principles of dynamics 25, 26 
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where q is the ratio between the velocities; k y and k z are the components of the line-of-sight angle; a ym ; a zm ; a yt and a zt are defined as the yaw and pitch acceleration commands for the missile and target, respectively. Thus, the traditional 3-D PN guidance laws against stationary and maneuvering targets can be given by 25 PN :
where N represents the effective navigation constant; the termŝ a yt andâ zt are the estimations of the target acceleration normal to the line-of-sight; the superscript '' ' '' in this paper is used to distinguish the guidance laws against a maneuvering target from those against a stationary one.
Cooperative guidance laws
Outline
Based on the traditional 3-D PN algorithm, this paper will present the cooperative guidance laws for multiple missiles against the stationary and maneuvering targets. Let a denote the total acceleration command of the interceptor missile. The proposed coordination algorithms consist of two individual components as
where a p is the PN component and a n the coordination component. The PN component is used for homing and the coordination component is used to drive the group of missiles to achieve a simultaneous arrival. In the following subsections, three kinds of coordination variables will be introduced with respect to different coordination strategies including the cooperative PN (CPN), the centralized CPN (C-CPN) and the decentralized CPN (D-CPN).
Guidance laws against a stationary target
Suppose that n missiles totally participate in the cooperative attack against a stationary target. Fig. 2 shows the guidance geometry on many-to-one engagement scenario, where Mi ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ denote each the ith missile; r i represents the range between Mi and target T; the terms h i and w i are the heading angles of Mi in the line-of-sight frame; a t is the total acceleration of the target T; it is assumed that V i is the constant speed of Mi which may be different with each other, and the acceleration command a i only changes the direction of V i . The Euler angles with respect to the inertial reference frame and the line-of-sight frame use the same definitions as those in Fig. 1 . The goal is to find guidance laws which can lead missile Mi to reach the target T within the same time even though they have different initial conditions. The form of the PN-based 3-D cooperative guidance laws against a stationary target is given as follows:
where a yi and a zi are defined as the yaw and pitch acceleration commands for Mi; a pyi and a pzi are the PN components; a nyi and a nzi are the coordination components; the subscript i in this paper represents the each missile in the group. Herein, the PN components a pyi and a pzi are derived from the traditional PN guidance law Eq. (9) in the form of
where N i is the effective navigation constant of Mi; k yi and k zi are the line-of-sight angles of Mi. In order to coordinate the impact time between each missile, we include a new coordination component a ni into the 3-D guidance law Eq. (12) which has a quite simple formulation as follows:
where the coordination components a nyi and a nzi are determined by the gain coefficient K i as well as the relative error of the time-to-go n i ðtÞ in the form of
where k is the gain coefficient; t go;i t ð Þ is the coordination variable and the termt go;i t ð Þ is the time-to-go estimation. The time-to-go estimation for each missile in the group is derived on the basis of Ref.
where r i ðtÞ represents the heading angle between the missile velocity and the line-of-sight. This paper modifies the form of the heading angle for an extension to the 3-D engagement, and hence, the term r i ðtÞ can be obtained by the approximate transformation cos r i ðtÞ = cos h i ðtÞ cos w i ðtÞ. Note that the time-to-go estimation in Ref. 24 was derived considering the linearized engagement geometry. However, it is found that the improved expression is also feasible to deal with the nonlinear engagement in the paper. In detail, we perform some numerical simulations of nonlinear engagement by the typical PN algorithm. The expression Eq. (17) is used to estimate the timeto-go of the interceptor missile that has different initial heading angles. The estimation errors between the actual impact time and the time-to-go are illustrated in Fig. 3 . Let h m0 denotes the initial value of h m . It can be seen that the 3-D expression Eq. (17) which is derived from Ref. 24 obtains enough accuracy in the estimation of time-to-go for the interceptor missile.
Then, we focus on the design of the coordination variable t go;i ðtÞ so as to make the group of missiles achieve a simultaneous attack against the stationary target. Three kinds of coordination variables will be introduced according to different coordination strategies, i.e., CPN, C-CPN and D-CPN. First, the coordination variable can be selected as a constant impact time which means that all the missiles are expected to reach the target at a given time. In detail, the formulation of the coordination variable t go;i (t) is described as
where T go is the given impact time. Thus, the complete CPN guidance law is given by CPN :
The proposed CPN algorithm Eq. (19) achieves two objectives: (1) the target intercept by a typical PN component; (2) the reduction of the relative time-to-go error between each missile by a coordination component. Strictly, the CPN is not a true cooperative strategy because the constant impact time T go does not take into account the global information of the group. However, the CPN for individual guidance can also achieve a simultaneous attack in the traditional guidance design, and hence, it is also addressed in this paper for the contrast with C-CPN and D-CPN algorithms. Next, we present a centralized coordination algorithm, i.e., C-CPN. The coordination variable t go;i ðtÞ is replaced by the average value of the time-to-go estimation t go t ð Þ for each missile in the form of
The C-CPN guidance law collects the time-to-go information from each missile and broadcasts the common impact time to all the group members in each guidance loop. As the missile-to-target range decreases, the time-to-go of each missile will converge to the average value of the group until the relative error of the time-to-go reduces to zero. The complete C-CPN guidance law for each missile is described as C-CPN :
The centralized coordination algorithm Eq. (21) considers the case that each missile can communicate with all the group members. However, the guidance law would be out of work when some missile is only able to obtain the information from its nearest neighbors. Hence, it is necessary to design a decentralized coordination algorithm to achieve the agreement on the impact time. Fig. 4 illustrates an example of the communication limitation between each group member.
As shown in Fig. 4 , the space where the ith missile can obtain effective time-to-go information from neighbours is marked with S i . And thus, each missile in the group has its own communication space. Considering the communication limitation, a new coordination variablet go;i t ð Þ for the decentralized coordination algorithm D-CPN is defined as
where s i is the total number of missiles in space S i . The complete D-CPN guidance law is described as D-CPN : Using the decentralized coordination algorithm Eq. (23), each missile can collect the time-to-go information from neighboring missiles in its own communication space. The coordination component also tries to achieve a simultaneous attack by coordinating the impact time. However, the D-CPN does not reduce the relative time-to-go error of the whole group of missiles, but a small number of missiles in each decentralized communication space.
Regarding the above three coordination algorithms Eqs. (18)- (23), we can find that a yi ! a pyi ; a zi ! a pzi as r i ðtÞ ! 0 if n i ðtÞ ! 0 as r i ðtÞ ! 0, i.e., these PN-based cooperative guidance laws will be transformed into the traditional 3-D PN guidance law Eq. (9) if the relative time-to-go error of each missile decreases to zero as the whole group reaches the target.
Guidance laws against a maneuvering target
This part will present an extension of the aforementioned coordination algorithms for the simultaneous attack against a maneuvering target. Herein, the constant-velocity targets are also considered as one case in the maneuvering targets because they are both moving targets. When the constant-velocity targets are employed, the cooperative engagement can also be performed by using the proposed guidance laws in this part. Suppose that n missiles participate in the cooperative task. The form of the cooperative guidance laws based on the traditional PN algorithm can be described as
Similarly, the PN component is derived from the traditional 3-D PN guidance law Eq. (10), which takes into account the information of the target acceleration in the form of
where the estimation of the target acceleration normal to the line-of-sight is given byâ
The coordination component is simply formulated with respect to the current missile-to-target range and the relative error of the time-to-go in the form of
where the gain coefficient and the relative error of the time-togo are described as
where g i ðtÞ represents the heading errors between the missile velocity and target velocity. To be specific, the term V i þ V t is applied to the time-to-go estimation when the head-on engagement is employed, and the term V i À V t is used for the case of tail-chase engagement. Based on the enhanced time-to-go expression Eq. (30), we also perform some numerical simulations of individual engagement against a maneuvering target by PN. As shown in Fig. 5 , the estimation errors between the actual impact time and the time-to-go are small enough for both the head-on engagement and the tail-chase engagement. It demonstrates that the proposed time-to-go expression Eq. (30) is feasible for the design of cooperative guidance strategies. Herein, the determination of the coordination variable t 0 go;i t ð Þ is similar to the design of t go;i (t) which is presented in the previous subsection. Therefore, the PN-based 3-D cooperative guidance laws against a maneuvering target are given as follows:
where the coordination variable in each coordination algorithm can be given by
It can be found that all the cooperative guidance laws against a stationary target Eqs. (18)- (23) and against a maneuvering target Eqs. (31)-(36) are based on the typical 3-D PN solutions. These improved coordination algorithms, including the CPN, C-CPN and D-CPN, are quite easy to be implemented due to the simple design in the form of Eq. (11) . The capturability analysis of the proposed cooperative guidance laws will be discussed in the following sections.
Numerical simulations
Example 1 (stationary target)
In order to demonstrate the performance of the proposed cooperative guidance laws Eqs. (18)- (23) for multiple missiles, a simultaneous arrival scenario is performed in this part. Suppose that a group of three missiles attack a stationary target at (0, 0, 0) with different initial conditions as shown in Table 1 . The limit of the acceleration command for each missile is set to be 5.0 Â 9.81 m/s 2 . The effective navigation constant is set to be N = 3. The simulation results of the coordination algorithms are presented in three cases using CPN, C-CPN and D-CPN, respectively.
In the first case, the given impact time T go ¼ 42 s is manually designated for each missile. Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the CPN results of the cooperative attack against a stationary target, including the 3-D trajectories, acceleration commands and the time-to-go regarding the group of missiles, where PNi and CPNi (i ¼ 1; 2; 3) represent the corresponding results by using D-CPN : Three-dimensional cooperative guidance laws against stationary and maneuvering targetsthe PN and CPN methods. The dotted lines in Fig. 6 show the histories of the same guidance scenario using the traditional PN algorithm Eq. (9) . It is seen that the CPN trajectories of missiles M1 and M2 are further than the traditional PN trajectories since the given impact time for the CPN algorithm is longer. The comparison of the impact time obtained by PN and CPN can be found in Table 2 . The maximum dispersion of the impact time by PN is about 5.4 s, whereas the CPN coordination algorithm Eq. (19) can achieve the simultaneous attack at the given impact time within the dispersion of 0.1 s.
The results of cooperative guidance by using C-CPN are presented in Figs. 8 and 9 . The C-CPNi (i ¼ 1; 2; 3) represent the results by using the C-CPN method. In this case, the impact time is automatically obtained by the centralized coordination algorithm Eq. (21) and finally converges to about 40.96 s. It is close to the average impact time of the missiles by using the PN guidance law, which is the result from the coordination interactions among the group members. It can be seen that the C-CPN trajectories of all the three missiles are shorter than the CPN trajectories, whereas the C-CPN requires higher control energy than the CPN. As shown in Fig. 9 , the convergence speed of the time-to-go by C-CPN is nearly the same with that by CPN. The dispersion of the impact time is also within 0.1 s.
In the third case, the decentralized coordination algorithm Eq. (23) is tested with the same initial conditions. As shown in 
Example 2 (maneuvering target)
In this example, a maneuvering target with constant acceleration is included in the simultaneous attack scenario to demonstrate the performance of the cooperative guidance laws Eqs. (31)-(36). Suppose that the maneuvering target starts to Three-dimensional cooperative guidance laws against stationary and maneuvering targetsmove at (0, 0, 0). The velocity of the target is set to V t ¼ 100 m/s. The yaw and pitch acceleration commands are equally set to a yt ¼ a zt ¼ 2:0 Â 9:81 m/s 2 . The initial conditions of the three missiles are shown in Table 3 . The acceleration of each missile is also limited to be 5:0 Â 9:81 m/s 2 . The cooperative guidance is performed in the following cases by using CPN, C-CPN and D-CPN, respectively.
The simulation results of the CPN algorithm Eq. (31) in comparison with the traditional PN guidance law Eq. (10) are presented in Figs. 13 and 14 . The given impact time T go ¼ 23 s is designated for the group of missiles. We find that each missile can separately intercept the maneuvering target by the PN algorithm, whereas the dispersion of the impact time is more than 2.2 s. In contrast, the expected impact time is almost reached by using the cooperative guidance law as shown in Table 4 . Since the given value for the CPN guidance law is longer than the impact time of each missile by PN, all the group members driven by the coordination algorithm Eq. (31) move further rounds to achieve a simultaneous arrival. Further, it can be seen that some acceleration commands obtained by CPN reach the saturation at the beginning (due to the coordination interaction between each missile) as well as at the end (due to the feature of the target capture).
In the second case, the centralized coordination algorithm Eq. (32) is tested with same engagement scenario. The C-CPN trajectories and control inputs of the three missiles are presented in Fig. 15 . Table 4 shows that the impact time by C-CPN converges to the average value of 22.27 s, which is close to the average impact time of each missile by PN. It can be found that the C-CPN guidance law against a maneuvering target results in a larger dispersion of the impact time than the coordination algorithm against a stationary one. In addition, the convergence speed of the time-to-go is also slower Regarding the form of the proposed cooperative guidance laws Eqs. (18)- (23) and Eqs. (31)- (36), we can find that the weight of the PN component and coordination component depends enormously upon the gain parameter KðK 0 Þ. To be specific, the PN component will play an important role in the coordination algorithms if the gain parameter KðK 0 Þ is small, whereas the main property of each guidance law will be determined by the coordination component if the gain is large. It means that both the performance of target capture and the coordination of impact time are influenced by the magnitude of the gain parameter K. Therefore, a compromise selection of the gain parameter ensures that the simultaneous attack of multiple missiles can be achieved with satisfied accuracy of target capture. Herein, the effects of the gain parameter KðK 0 Þ will be discussed in this section. Three-dimensional cooperative guidance laws against stationary and maneuvering targets
Suppose that the initial missile-to-target range and the initial estimation of the time-to-go are obtained and the magnitude of the gain parameter KðK 0 Þ is only determined by the constant parameter k (k 0 ) as shown in Eqs. (15) and (28). It should be noted that the constant parameter k for each cooperative guidance law is set to 50 À 100 in the previous numerical simulations, which may result in good performance of the target capture as well as successful coordination of the impact time.
Next, we provide two examples to show how the gain parameter k (k 0 ) influences the simultaneous attack by using the proposed coordination algorithms. Fig. 19 presents the histories of the time-to-go for a group of missiles by using the CPN guidance law against a stationary target. The constant parameter of the gain is set to k ¼ 80, 60 and 40, respectively. In the first case, the impact time of each missile converges fast to the given value with k ¼ 80. By contrast, the convergence speed of the time-to-go becomes slower when the constant parameter decreases to k ¼ 60. Although an agreement can be reached in finite time, the terminal dispersion of the impact time increases. In the third case, the cooperative guidance law is completely ineffective with k ¼ 40, which means that the decrease of the gain would undermine the coordination of impact time between each missile. The gain parameter should be large enough so that n i ðtÞ can converge into a small neighborhood of the origin before r i ðtÞ converges to zero. Fig. 20 presents the histories of the yaw and pitch acceleration commands by using C-CPN. In the example, the different gain parameters are selected for the guidance law with k ¼ 60, 80 and 100, respectively. The selection of the gain parameter fits in the scope of 50 À 100 and can drive the group of missiles to simultaneously intercept the target. However it is obvious that the control effort obtained by C-CPN with k ¼ 60 is much smaller than the other two cases. The reason is that a selection of large gain parameters will enhance the weight of the coordination component and drive the missiles to move further rounds for the coordination of impact time. Therefore, higher control energy for each missile may be required as the gain parameter increases. 
Effectiveness of the proposed algorithms
In this part, we present several simulation results with different kinds of engagement parameters to examine the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms. First, we consider the case where the pre-defined impact time is far from the individual impact times by PN. Then, we employ some interceptor missiles that have highly different impact times by PN. Finally, we perform the cooperative engagement of interceptor missiles with large initial heading errors. The detailed information is listed in Table 5 .
In Case 1, the individual impact times for the interceptor missiles by PN are 27. 15 Fig. 21 , the interceptor missiles move further distances in order to achieve a consensus impact time when the pre-defined impact time is larger than their individual impact times by PN. In contrast, a smaller pre-defined impact time for some missile decreases its overall trajectory length. It is also supported by the histories of time-to-go estimations for the interceptor missiles as shown in Fig. 22 .
In Case 2, the effectiveness of CPN against a maneuvering target is demonstrated. The same engagement parameters are selected for the interceptor missiles as shown in Table 3 . However, the pre-defined impact time is increased from In Case 3 and Case 4, we discuss the cooperative engagement of interceptor missiles that have highly different impact times by PN. The former employs a stationary target and the latter refers to a maneuvering one. In Case 3, the individual impact times for the interceptor missiles by PN are 34.38, 25.00 and 21.39 s, respectively. Figs. 25 and 26 present the D-CPN trajectories and the histories of the time-to-go estimations. Although the maximum impact time error is about 13 s, the proposed algorithm can drive the group of missiles to achieve a simultaneous attack successfully. The consensus final impact time is 31.96 s. In Case 4, the C-CPN is used to perform the simulation of cooperative engagement against a maneuvering target. The individual impact times by PN are 41.69, 32.58 and 26.16 s, respectively. The maximum impact time error between the interceptor missiles is more than 15 s. As shown in Figs. 27 and 28, we can found that the C-CPN is also feasible to achieve salvo attack of multiple missiles.
In Case 5 and Case 6, the engagement of interceptor missiles with large heading errors are considered. The initial heading angles are set to h m1 = À85°, w m1 = 85°, h m2 = 85°, w m2 = 85°, h m3 = À85°and w m3 = 85°, respectively. In Case 5, the simulation results by C-CPN are illustrated in Figs. 29 and 30. It can be seen that in spite of high heading errors, the interceptor missiles move large rounds and achieve a simultaneous attack against the stationary target. In Case 6, the D-CPN is also examined by the cooperative engagement of interceptor missiles against a maneuvering target. The feasibility of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated by the numerical results as shown in Figs. 31 and 32.
Conclusions
The 3-D guidance laws are proposed to perform the cooperative engagement of multiple missiles against both stationary and maneuvering targets.
(1) The guidance strategies are developed in a simple form that consists of a PN component for target capture and a coordination component for simultaneous arrival. Three-dimensional cooperative guidance laws against stationary and maneuvering targets 
